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Abstract

This paper presents a solution and a methodology to recover legacy databases of
most DBMS using formal-method based techniques. These formal methods (terms
rewriting systems) are applied during the data reverse engineering process and allow
for an automatic approach. This automatic approach reduces the time invested and
the number of people involved in the data reverse engineering and data migration
processes. This solution is being implemented in the RELS (Re-Engineering of
Legacy Systems) tool. The RELS tool is under development in the Department
of Information Systems and Computation of the Valencia University of Technology
in collaboration with the industrial partner CARE-Technologies. RELS is used
together with the model compiler Sosy Technologyr of CARE-Technologies and
provides a complete solution to the re-engineering proccess.
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1 Introduction

Technologies have a dynamic nature and they are continually evolving. For
this reason, the systems must be able to adapt to new requirements. However,
their development tools, DBMS or programming languages rapidly become ob-
soletes. As a consequence, these information systems become Legacy Systems.
The recovery of legacy systems is a big problem for companies due to the cost
of technological adaptation. In this paper, we propose a methodology and a
tool to reduce this expense.

Our work is focused in legacy databases. For this reason, we apply Data
reverse engineering (DBRE) to recover the obsolete databases. Data reverse
engineering is a part of the Reverse engineering process. “Data Reverse Engi-
neering deals with the tasks of understanding legacy databases and extracting
their design specifications (domain semantics)” [2].

Nowadays, existing CASE tools are able to generate applications follow-
ing the paradigm of automatic code generation. These CASE tools are called
model compilers. They automatically generate the application code and the
database schema starting from the conceptual schema of an information sys-
tem.

Our tool recovers a legacy database obtaining an equivalent UML-like OA-
SIS OO conceptual schema using formal methods and then, automatically
generates a new SQL/Server database from the schema obtained. Finally,
the data from the legacy database are correctly migrated to the new one (see
Figure 1).

Fig. 1. Re-engineering process of RELS

This work is being developed in the Department of Information Systems
and Computation of the Valencia University of Technology in collaboration
with the industrial partner CARE Technologies. The data reverse engineering
process and the data migration process followed by our approach will reduce
the time invested and the number of people involved in the data evolution
process. This maintenance improvement is due to the automatic tasks per-
formed by the three phases of the tool. Despite the fact that these phases are
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performed automatically, the results can be freely modified by the analyst. In
this case, the process is semi-automatic. The three phases involved are the
following:

1.- An OASIS OO conceptual schema is obtained by applying a data reverse
engineering process in order to recover a legacy database. The relational
and OO conceptual schemas are represented as terms which belong to two
different term languages of two different ADTs. The correspondences be-
tween terms are specified using term rewriting rules. This paper is focused
in this first phase.

2.- The rewriting rules applied in the first phase and the patterns used by Sosy
Technologyr to generate the new relational database are used to generate
a data migration plan which is specified using a declarative language (a
language which expresses properties of WHAT to do and not HOW to do
it).

3.- The data migration plan is translated to Data Transformation Service
packages of Microsoft whose execution automatically migrates data from
the old database to the new database. These packages are finally executed
by SQL Server.

Our work emphasizes the use of formal methods because they allow us to
provides the user an automatic recover solution that is used by an industrial
model compiler to improve the software maintenance process.

The structure of the paper is the following: Section 2 describes the data
reverse engineering process. Section 3 presents how we mix the formal methods
with current technologies in our implementation. Section 4 exemplifies the
process of recovering a legacy database by means of an example. Section
5 provides a brief summary of related work. Finally, section 6 presents the
future work and conclusions.

2 Data Reverse Engineering Process of RELS

The Data Reverse Engineering Process of RELS takes the relational model of
the legacy database as input and generates an object-oriented model which
is equivalent with the previous relational one. These models are represented
as terms of the ADTs (Abstract Data Types) defined for the relational and
object-oriented models.

The automatic generation of the object-oriented model is produced by ap-
plying the rewriting rules representing the correspondences between the rela-
tional elements 8 and the object-oriented elements 9 . These rewriting rules are
applied by a term rewriting system (TRS) ([4]). The data reverse engineering
process of RELS is constituted by three steps (see Figure 2):

8 Elements that can be defined in a relational model
9 Elements that can be defined in a object-oriented model
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1.- The reading of the relational schema of a legacy database and its repre-
sentation as a term of the defined relational ADT.

2.- The translation of the relational term into an object-oriented term using
a TRS that applies the rewriting rules. The obtained object-oriented term
which represents the object-oriented schema is compliant with the defined
object oriented ADT.

3.- The storage of the object-oriented schema and the applied rewriting rules
that will be used in the second phase of RELS.

Fig. 2. Data Reverse Engineering Process of RELS

2.1 Relational Model

The relational conceptual schema of the legacy system is captured from the
stored database of a specific DBMS. This structure is obtained by using a set
of operations that allows it to read a relational schema specification. The re-
lational conceptual schema is represented as an algebraic term which is based
on the syntactic and semantic rules provided by an ADT. For this reason, an
ADT which expresses the relational model is proposed. This ADT is composed
by a group of specification modules which contain operations (constructors or
functions) and axioms that determine which relational elements are consid-
ered and how they can be combined to express a correct relational schema.
A specification module is associated with any relevant element of the rela-
tional model. There is a natural compositional order between elements of the
relational model (for example, tables are composed by columns), so there is
a compositional relation between the specification modules of the relational
ADT. Therefore, a well structured ADT is obtained.

In each specification module, a set of constructors, functions and axioms
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are provided. The constructors are applied to form a term. A module, which
is composed of other modules, combines all the subterms and carries out the
term that expresses the relational conceptual schema.

Once the relational conceptual model term is obtained, some user interac-
tion may be required. Some legacy systems are very old and were constructed
using DBMS or other repository forms which did not allow for the definition
of constraints (either integrity or reference constraints). These constraints
were implemented by code, so they are not explicitly presented in the legacy
database structure. User interaction may be necessary to provide additional
information to obtain a complete relational conceptual schema. Users can
also express the formulae of derived attributes. The subprocess of enriching
the conceptual schema is done over the relational term, but our tool has an
interface that hides the algebraic notation, providing a friendly graphical user
interface.

SPEC m-rel

USING table + column + data_type + nut_nul + ...

SORTS m-rel

OPS create_database: --> m-rel

add_table: table m-rel --> m-rel

add_column: column data_type not_null table m-rel --> m-rel

add_ctr_pk: col_list table m-rel --> m-rel ...

ENDSPEC

Fig. 3. Part of the Relational ADT

2.2 Object-Oriented Model

After applying the rewriting rules to the relational conceptual schema term,
an object-oriented term is obtained. This OO term is expressed by means
of the constructor operations and by using the axioms provided by the ADT
that represent the OASIS OO Model. The OO ADT specification modules
correspond to OO elements and properties of these elements. A module that
is composed of other modules expresses how to generate terms that combine
the rules of its components.

Hence, the m-oo (OO model specification module) provides the rules to
generate OO conceptual schema terms. The OO conceptual schema term is
then translated to a XML document that can be interpreted by the SOSY
Technologyr model compiler.

2.3 Correspondences between the Relational Model and the Object-Oriented
Model

A detailed study has been done to obtain the correspondences between the
relational ADT and the object-oriented ADT. We have determined for each
element of the relational ADT, the different elements of the Object-Oriented
ADT that can be equivalent. This has allowed us to define the transformations
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SPEC m-oo

USING class + aggregation + specialization + ...

SORTS m-oo

OPS create_schema: --> m-oo

add_class: class m-oo --> m-oo

add_identif: attr_list class m-oo --> m-oo

add_ctt_att: attribute data_type bool class m-oo --> m-oo

add_vbl_att: attribute data_type bool class m-oo --> m-oo

add_aggregation: aggregation class class rol rol nat nat

nat nat bool bool bool bool m-oo --> m-oo ...

ENDSPEC

Fig. 4. Part of the Object Oriented ADT

(set of rewriting rules) to convert a relational term into an object-oriented
term.

Our TRS is finite and non-confluent, because we can obtain several object-
oriented terms from a relational term (different possible representations). The
initial term is constituted by subterms of the relational ADT and the following
terms (in the rewriting process) include terms of the object-oriented ADT.
However, subterms of both ADTs coexist in the intermediate terms. Those
intermediate terms belongs to the mixed ADT m-rel-oo.

The application of the rules is automatic, but the user’s knowledge is neces-
sary in order to validate whether the applied rule is semantically correct. This
is due to the fact that an element of the relational model can be represented
by several elements of the OO model. For this reason, the RELS’ proposal of
applying a specific rewriting rule can be changed by the user. This change is
controlled by the tool; the user can only modify the proposed rewriting rule
by using another rule from the set of rewriting rules that are syntactically cor-
rect in the following rewriting step. We take into account the criterion that
legacy databases were usually designed to improve the efficiency of access to
the data. This reduces the interactions required by the users.

3 Implementation

The data reverse engineering process of RELS uses several technologies in
order to develop the different phases. This tool is under development using
Visual Studio .NET because of its advantages and is one of the programming
platforms for the future.

Moreover, an API has been defined to read the relational schema. This
API has been created based on ADOX Object Model ((Microsoft ActiveX
Data Objects Extensions for Data Definition Language and Security). From
the services provided by the API, the application extracts the necessary infor-
mation to obtain the relational term. RELS uses this API because it provides
independence from the DBMS. As a result, RELS reads the relational schema
from most legacy DBMS.

The relational and the object-oriented ADTs, the set of rewriting rules
which can be applied, and the algebraic terms are specified using MAUDE
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[7] (an OBJ dialect). MAUDE also provides the rewriting mechanism that
executes the rules in order to transform the relational term into the object-
oriented term. We chose HASKELL to implement this phase of the data
reverse engineering process because is a functional language and is supported
by Visual Studio .NET.

Finally, the outputs of this phase are stored as XML documents to be used
by the second phase of RELS. Thus, there are two different XML DTDs to
generate each document:

1.- The Sosy Technologyr XML DTD: The generated object-oriented term
is specified in a XML document which is compliant with this DTD.

2.- The rewriting rules XML DTD: The applied rewriting rules in a specific
data reverse engineering process are stored in a XML document that follows
this DTD.

The XML document that contains the object-oriented term is used by

SPEC m-rel-oo

USING m-rel + m-oo + ...

SORTS m-rel-oo

SUBSORTS

m-rel < m-rel-oo

m-oo < m-rel-oo

OPS ...

FOR ALL

c, cr, cs, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c7, c8: column ...

AXIOMS create_database() --> create_schema()

add_column(c, d, n, t, m) -->

add_vbl_att(c, d, n, cat("AGGR-",t, "-1"), m) IF aggregation(cat("AGGR-",t),m)

add_column(c, d, n, t, m) -->

add_vbl_att(c, d, n, cat("AGGR-",t, "-2"), m) IF aggregation(cat("AGGR-",t),m)

add_column(c, d, n, t, m) -->

add_ctt_att(c, d, n, cat("AGGR-",t, "-1"), m) IF aggregation(cat("AGGR-",t),m)

add_column(c, d, n, t, m) -->

add_ctt_att(c, d, n, cat("AGGR-",t, "-2"), m) IF aggregation(cat("AGGR-",t),m)

add_unique(cr, t, add_unique(cs,t,add_column(c1, d1, n1, t, add_column(c2, d2, n2, t,

add_column(c3, d3, n3, t, add_column(c4, d4, n4, t, add_column(c5, d5, n5, t,

add_column(c6, d6, n6, t, add_column(c7, d7, n7, t, add_column(c8, d8, n8, t,

add_table(t,m))))))))))) -->

add_unique(cr,t, add_unique(cs, t, add_column(c1, d1, n1, t, add_column(c2, d2, n2, t,

add_column(c3, d3, n3, t, add_column(c4, d4, n4, t, add_column(c5, d5, n5, t,

add_column(c6, d6, n6, t, add_column(c7, d7, n7, t, add_column(c8, d8, n8, t,

add_class(t, m)))))))))))

add_unique(cr,t, add_unique(cs,t, add_column(c1, d1, n1, t, add_column(c2, d2, n2, t,

add_column(c3, d3, n3, t, add_column(c4, d4, n4, t, add_column(c5, d5, n5, t,

add_column(c6, d6, n6, t, add_column(c7, d7, n7, t, add_column(c8, d8, n8, t,

add_table(t,m))))))))))) -->

add_unique(cr,t, add_unique(cs,t, add_column(c1, d1, n1, t, add_column(c2, d2, n2, t,

add_column(c3, d3, n3, t, add_column(c4, d4, n4, t, add_column(c5, d5, n5, t,

add_column(c6, d6, n6, t, add_column(c7, d7, n7, t, add_column(c8, d8, n8, t,

add_aggregation(cat("AGGR-",t), cat(t,"-1"), cat(t,"-2"), cat("rol",t,"-1"),

cat("rol", t,"-2"), 1, 1, 1, 1, false, true, false, false, add_class(cat(t,"-2"),

add_class(cat(t,"-1"),m))))))))))))) IF notnull(cr,cs,t) ...

ENDSPEC

Fig. 5. Part of the mixed m-rel-oo ADT
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Sosy Technologyr model compiler, and the XML document of the applied
rewriting rules is used by the second phase of RELS.

4 An Example

In this section we present an example of recovering a legacy database. The
example takes a part of the database to exemplify the process followed by the
RELS tool. The legacy database belongs to a car insurance company and the
example is focused on the relation between the insurance policy and the car.

The insurance company manages its insurance policies in the following
way:

• An insurance policy insures only one car and at least one.

• A car, which is stored in the database, must be insured by one insurance
policy and only one.

The relations between cars an insurances policies are stored in one table
in the legacy database. The SQL relational schema which specifies this table
is presented in the figure 6.

CREATE TABLE car_insurance_policy(

insurance_num int NOT NULL UNIQUE,

enrol_date date NOT NULL,

deadline date NOT NULL,

type char(4) NOT NULL,

price int NOT NULL,

licence int NOT NULL UNIQUE,

make char(10) NOT NULL,

model char(10) NOT NULL,

PRIMARY KEY (insurance_num, licence))

Fig. 6. The SQL relational schema of the example

The relational term, who specifies the relational schema in figure 6, is con-
structed by RELS taking into account the designed relational ADT. The API,
which read the relational schema, is used in the process of term construction.
As a result of this process, RELS obtains the following term:

add_ctr_pk(insurance_num, licence, car_insurance_policy,

add_ctr_unique(insurance_num, car_insurance_policy,

add_ctr_unique(licence, car_insurance_policy,

add_column(model, string, false, car_insurance_policy,

add_column(make, string, false, car_insurance_policy,

add_column(licence, int, false, car_insurance_policy,

add_column(price, int, false, car_insurance_policy,

add_column(type, char, false, car_insurance_policy,

add_column(deadline, date, false, car_insurance_policy,

add_column(enrol_date, date, false, car_insurance_policy,

add_column(insurance_num, int, false, car_insurance_policy,

add_table(car_insurance_policy, create_database()))))))))))))

We must take into account that the table represents in the OO model an
aggregation between the Insurance policy class and the Car class (see figure 7).
The Car class is the component of the aggregation and the Insurance policy
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class is the composed of the aggregation. As we can see, this information will
be provided by the user during the re-writing proccess, which transform the
relational term into the OO term.

Fig. 7. OO Model

Following is presented the process that applies the rewriting rules in order
to translate the relational term into a object oriented term of our example. In
this paper, we provides some of the rules which will be presented to the user
by means of a graphical user interface (GUI). In this example, we emphasize
the changes of the user, it is the moment in which the user change the default
rule by another one.

(i) First rewriting rule that it is proposed and applied by RELS.

create_database() --> create_schema()

(ii) Second rewriting rule that it is proposed by RELS.

add_ctr_unique(insurance_num, car_insurance_policy, add_ctr_unique(licence, car_insurance_policy,

add_column(model, string, false, car_insurance_policy, add_column(make, string, false, car_insurance_policy,

add_column(licence, int, false, car_insurance_policy, add_column(price, int, false, car_insurance_policy,

add_column(type, char, false, car_insurance_policy, add_column(deadline, date, false, car_insurance_policy,

add_column(enrol_date, date, false, car_insurance_policy, add_column(insurance_num, int, false,

car_insurance_policy, add_table(car_insurance_policy, m))))))))))) -->

add_ctr_unique(insurance_num, car_insurance_policy, add_ctr_unique(licence, car_insurance_policy,

add_column(model, string, false, car_insurance_policy, add_column(make, string, false, car_insurance_policy,

add_column(licence, int, false, car_insurance_policy, add_column(price, int, false, car_insurance_policy,

add_column(type, char, false, car_insurance_policy, add_column(deadline, date, false, car_insurance_policy,

add_column(enrol_date, date, false, car_insurance_policy, add_column(insurance_num, int, false,

car_insurance_policy, add_class(car_insurance_policy, m)))))))))))

(iii) Second rewriting rule that it is applied by RELS. The rule is selected by
the user between the rules that can be executed.
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add_ctr_unique(insurance_num, car_insurance_policy, add_ctr_unique(licence, car_insurance_policy,

add_column(model, string, false, car_insurance_policy, add_column(make, string, false, car_insurance_policy,

add_column(licence, int, false, car_insurance_policy, add_column(price, int, false, car_insurance_policy,

add_column(type, char, false, car_insurance_policy, add_column(deadline, date, false, car_insurance_policy,

add_column(enrol_date, date, false, car_insurance_policy, add_column(insurance_num, int, false,

car_insurance_policy, add_table(car_insurance_policy, m)))))))))))) -->

add_ctr_unique(insurance_num, car_insurance_policy, add_ctr_unique(licence, car_insurance_policy,

add_column(model, string, false, car_insurance_policy, add_column(make, string, false, car_insurance_policy,

add_column(licence, int, false, car_insurance_policy, add_column(price, int, false, car_insurance_policy,

add_column(type, char, false, car_insurance_policy, add_column(deadline, date, false, car_insurance_policy,

add_column(enrol_date, date, false, car_insurance_policy, add_column(insurance_num, int, false,

car_insurance_policy, add_aggregation(AGGR-car_insurance_policy, car_insurance_policy-2,

car_insurance_policy-1, rol_car_insurance_policy-2, rol_car_insurance_policy-1, 1, 1, 1, 1, false, true,

false, false, add_class(car_insurance_policy-2), add_class(car_insurance_policy-1), m)))))))))))

/* IF notnull(insurance_num, licence, car_insurance_policy) */

(iv) Third rewriting rule proposed by RELS.

add_column(insurance_num, int, false, car_insurance_policy, m) -->

add_vbl_att(insurance_num, int, false, car_insurance_policy-1, m)

/* IF aggregation(AGGR_car_insurance_policy,m) */

(v) Third rewriting rule applied by RELS. The rule is selected by the user
between the rules that can be executed.

add_column(insurance_num, int, false, car_insurance_policy, m) -->

add_ctt_att(insurance_num, int, false, car_insurance_policy-1, m)

/* IF aggregation(AGGR_car_insurance_policy,m) */

As a result of this process RELS obtains the object oriented term (see
figure 8) and the XML document with the applied rules (see figure 9).

add_identif(licence, car_insurance_policy-2,

add_identif(insurance_num, car_insurance_policy-1,

add_unique(licence, car_insurance_policy-2,

add_unique(insurance_num, car_insurance_policy-1,

add_vbl_att(model, string, false, car_insurance_policy-2,

add_vbl_att (make, string, false, car_insurance_policy-2,

add_ctt_att (licence, int, false, car_insurance_policy-2,

add_vbl_att (price, int, false, car_insurance_policy-1,

add_vbl_att (type, char, false, car_insurance_policy-1,

add_vbl_att(deadline, date, false, car_insurance_policy-1,

add_ctt_att(enrol_date, date, false,car_insurance_policy -1,

add_ctt_att(insurance_num, int, false, car_insurance_policy-1,

add add_aggregation(AGR-car_insurance_policy, car_insurance_policy-2,

car_insurance_policy-1, rol_car_insurance_policy-2,

rol_car_insurance_policy-1, 1, 1, 1, 1, false, true, false, false,

add_class(car_insurance_policy-2),

add_class(car_insurance_policy-1),

create_schema())))))))))))))

Fig. 8. The object oriented term

For each applied rule, the XML document only includes the subterm of
the rule that has been modified. The figure 9 presents the XML document
generated for the second rewriting rule (step 3) that has been applied by
RELS.
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<MERToMOO>

<rule>

<m-er>

<table> car_insurance_policy </table>

</m-er>

<m-oo>

<aggregation>

<name> AGGR-car_insurance_policy </name>

<composed> car_insurance_policy-1 </composed>

<component> car_insurance_policy-2 </component>

<rol_composed> rol-car_insurance_policy-1 </rol_composed>

<rol_component> car_insurance_policy-1 </rol_component>

<min_composed> 1 </min_composed>

<max_composed> 1 </max_composed>

<min_component> 1 </min_component>

<max_component> 1 </max_component>

<dynamic> false </dynamic>

<inclusive> true </inclusive>

<id_dependency_composed> false </id_dependency_composed>

<id_dependency_component> false </id_dependency_component>

</aggregation>

<class> car_insurance_policy-1 </class>

<class> car_insurance_policy-2 </class>

</m-oo>

</rule>

</MERToMOO>

Fig. 9. The XML document of the third rule applied in the example by RELS

5 Related Work

There are many works that propose database reverse engineering approaches.
However, none of them provide a specific industrial tool that offers anything
more than just a theoretical result. The common aim of the related works
is to obtain an abstract description of the information system with different
final purposes (documenting, migrating, etc). Thus, [1] and [6] propose two
reverse engineering processes where an entity relationship schema is obtained
from a legacy relation schema. This ER schema constitutes the abstract de-
scription, but is poorer than an OO model because it cannot be completed
by system behaviour. Other works ([3,9,10]) provide OO models from rela-
tion schemas. [2] and [8] attempt to reduce the user interaction but require
imposing assumptions (3NF relational schemas) and require more information
to induce some knowledge (such as instances of legacy database, application
source code, etc). We prefer a stronger user interaction because then it is not
necessary to impose assumptions or require many inputs and mainly because
it is more likely to achieve an accurate model of legacy system.

There are other tools as DB-Main [11] that apply a data reverse engineering
process, but their aim is different to RELS because they do not perform a
conversion between different models and they do not migrate the data from
the legacy database to the new database. These tools recover the conceptual
schema from the logic schema in order to obtain traceability between different
layers of the database, to create new databases in other DBMS and to reduce
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the dependence on the technology.

In [5] the Varlet Database reverse engineering process is explained. The
Varlet tool transforms a relational schema into an OO conceptual schema,
and migrates the legacy data to the new OO database. Our approach is
different: a relational database schema, implementing the persistence layer
of an OASIS object society is the migration target. Moreover, in Varlet,
the legacy relational schema is enriched with semantic information which are
extracted from several sources as the application source code. However, in
our approach, this semantic information is given by the user in an interactive
way. The last difference between both approaches is the moment in which the
transformation rules, for obtaining the desired conceptual schema, are applied.
The Varlet approach changes the initial OO conceptual schema produced by
the generation process and our approach changes the proposed rules during
the generation process.

6 Conclusions and Future Works

This paper presents a solution and a methodology to recover legacy databases
of most DBMS using formal-methods based techniques. The presented solu-
tion blends formal methods (Abstract Data Types, Term Rewriting System
(MAUDE, OBJ)) with current technologies (HASKELL, XML, SQL-Server)
following an automatic approach. As a result, it reduces the time invested and
the number of people involved in the data reverse engineering and data migra-
tion processes. Moreover, this methodology recovers the legacy databases of
most legacy DBMS due to the high abstraction level used and the technologies
that has been applied. The solution is being implemented in the Department
of Information Systems and Computation of the Valencia University of Tech-
nology in collaboration with the industrial partner Care-Technologies.

Finally, it is important to note that it is still possible to improve the data
reverse engineering process presented. More work is necessary to define the
criteria determining the application of the rewriting rules and also in increasing
the usability of the user interface. In addition, more work is necessary to take
into account the behavior of the legacy system (code) to automatically obtain
the information that is not specified in the schema of the database (constraints,
derived expressions, etc).
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